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Des Moines Area Community College-Boone Campus

Chicago trip
..
.filiing up fast

.

By JIM MCKEAN
Staff Writer
The Holst Farm Management
Institute trip to Chicago is filling up
fast, according to Gary Stasko, Rip
coordinator. Half of the 30 seats ?n
the train are already reserved. If you
wish to join this educational adventure see Stasko as soon as possible.

Christie Ahrens gives blood at the Blood Drive,
Monday, Feb. 3 in the gym. Officials said 87 showed

The trip, oriented toward those
interested in eithcr business or agriculture, features visits to the Chicago
Board of Trade and the Chicago
Mercantile Exchange.
A!SO included in this year's itinerary will be a Broadway play, along
with the usual open time for sightseeil:g and shopping. This year, the Joe Carswell, Student Action
group will travel by train, &parting Board president, does a Qttle
from Osceola, Iowa on March 21 at promoting for the Blood Drive in
a.?Q
-the Boone Campus hallways.
7 . ~ 0
a.111.
up to give blood, ~ 4 t h63 ~ l n bgiven.
Bear Facts photo
Here is the Chicago rip cost an:I
-photo by D m e n Douglas
payment schedule:
Anyone is welcome to join the
entourage. Total cost for train and
hotel accomodations is approximately $168 per person bascd on a
dcuble-occupancy room. A $45
deposit is required to reserve each
seat. Only thirty seats are available so
interested individuals should indicate thcir intentions as soon as
possible.
Room Rates
(Cc;~gressHotel, 520 S. Michigan
Avc.)
Singlc: $165.23 total per person
DoublefTwin: $82.61
Triple: $66.32
QU&:
$58.17
Rates are $49 per night single and
docbleltwin; $59 per night triple; and
$69 per night quad.

advantage of registering in April is Angle Strother and Tor1 Wllhite register students to give blood at the
that students will have the best possi- Blood Drive, Feb. 3.
ble selection of fall classes at that
-Photo by Darren Douglas
time.
Students must be admitted by
March 31 in order to be eligible to
participate. Those admitted for
summer or fall term after March 31
The dog ~eallydid eat your six
will be invited to register for classes
page report and no one will believe
during the summer.
you?
To top it off, you've discovered
Do you want to reach an audience
that your house is built on a tdxic of 1000+ studentsfpotential customwastedump? Let the world I:now you ers in Boone, Ogden, Madrid, Jefferare mad. Well, you can at leasr 1e.t us son, Ames and who-knows-where
at The Bear Facts know wit!) a letter else?
By AMY GOODRICH
to the editor.
Support the Bear Facts! We have
Staff Writer
Please remember to sign I: arid
In case you haven't noticed the indicate your major area of study. the best advertising rates available in
error in the DMACC catalogue, the Drop your letter in the Betn Fucfs Boone.
Call 432-7203 or stop by Room
correct week for spring break is mailbox in the office.
210.
March 23-27.

Attention
advertisers!

NOTICE

Rail Transvortation:
$86 per person round trip
Payment Schedule:
$45.00 per person commitmentto-trip deposit, ASAP, will be
applied to hotel bill, non-refundable
after March 1.
Full AMTRAK fare balance due,
Feb. 1.
Hotel balance due, March 1.
You are encouraged to pay your
AMTRAK fare as early as possible to
ensure that you will be reserved a
seat. Only 30 seats are available and
will be filled on a first-come, firstserved basis. Cancellations are
subject to substantial penalties after
February 1.
For more information, stop by
Stasko's office, Room 201.

Enrollment is up
By JEFF CRAIGMILE
Staff Writer
Dean Kriss W. Philips has
announced there are now 1,027
students attending Boone Campus
this semester. This is up from 996 lasl
spring. This also sets a new record for
DMACC-Boone Campus.
"We're off to a super smooth start
this semester," said Philips. Thcrc
have been changes in classrooms due
LOthe size of classes with about 20 to
35 people in a class on the average.
In reflection, Philips commented,
"It is a pleasant problem to have."
He also stated that the recession
ihat America is currently facing may
have a lot to do with the rise in enrollment. Due to people being out of
work, they have more time to
increase their education or to seek
more or better professional skills.
"I'd be willing to put our freshman
and sophomore programs up against
those offered almost anywhere."
A lot of instructors here have their
master's degrees and some even have
their Ph.D's. Another p l t ~ sis the
personal attention the student can
receive. E ~ o l l l n e nis
t also up due to
cxccllent public relations and word
of mouth. DMACC has built up quite
a reputation.
The upswing in enrollment may
also have bearing on the tentative
building expansions that arc currently bcing planned.
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S T U D E N T L I F E
F 0110 wup
on
smoking issue

Charley's Aunt is
upon us, chaps!
By JEFF
StaffCRAIGMILE
Writer

By J E F F CRAIGMILE
Staff W r i t e r
A gripe echoes through these halls
occasionally about a lack of recreational facilities on campus. There are
some luxuries many of us would like
to see. It seems there are obstacles
blocking the purchase o r use of recreational equipment.
But first and foremost is the dilemna of the TV and the pool table
already on campus. To put it simply,
the smokers would appreciate a TV
in the smoking area. The nonsmokers would like to play pool
without having to inhale secondhand smoke where the pool table is
currently located.
Unfortunately, neither side would
like to infringe on the other's rights.
Next is the grim reminder that
America has again befallen on tough From left t o right, David Samuelson-Brasset, Jeff Craigmile-Sir Francis,
economic times. It is doubtful that Brett Landon-Jack Chesney, J i m McKean-Charley a n d 'Mike
Fancourtanother TV is likely to show up in the
smoking areaany time soon. It is also
just as unlikely that another pool
Unfortunately, Charley's aunt has
Tryouts for the Boone Campus
table or other game table will not Drama Department's spring produc- not yet anived forcing Lord Fancourt
appear in the student lounge.
tion of Charley's Aunt were held Jan. to impersonate her.
If another game were to be 29-30 from 2 to 4 p.m. in the
Eventually the real aunl does
purchased, foosball, air hockey and auditorium.
arrive and well, we wouldn't want to
ping-pong would be a lot of fun.
The script calls for six men a n d give away everything.
these games
women. m e r e are still roles
require time, money and effort to four
Casting is as follows: Lord
available for two women. Those who
maintain.
~ a m o ~B
r ta b b a l ~ .m e Kwh: Sir
that
our
are
interested
should
contact
Kay
Fi#ly, we are
Francis Cf~esney,Jeff Craigmile; m.
Mueller for more details.
purpose here is to get an education. In
Spettigue, Jim Merril; Donna Lucia
this pursuit there is supposed to be
Anyone wishing to work on De'Alvadorez, Janene Hale: ,jack
little time for recreation. When in costumes, set, lights or make-up Chesney, Brett Landon; Char!oy
doubt, onc can always go to the should do likewise.
Wykeham, Jim McKean; Blasszt,
library and pick up a magazine or
Charley's Aunt is a Britisll DavidSamuelson; ElaDelahay, ;"lie
book. Although a good suggestion, it comedy set in the 1890s. It all comes Sharp; Kitty Verdun, ??? and A,,,~
makes for a very boring time when together when two college lads, Jack spettigue, ???,
one has two or three hours between and Charley invite their girlfriends
classes. Those who desire changes over to profess their love and to meet
m i s looks tobe an excellent show.
should feel free to mention them to a Charley's aunt.
~~~f~~~~~~
will be lleld ~~~h
Action Board member Or
worse, two 13- 14 i n [he DMACC-Boone
T~ make [he
write us a letter
lhe editor here at gentlemen,
Spettigue and Sir Francis Campus auditorium.
The Bear Facts.
Chesney start pursuing the imposter.
Watch for details in the next issue
(Charley's
aunt is Donna Lucia
The Bear Facts.
De' Alvadorez from Brazil and she is
very rich.)

Got a gripe?

Is something really bugging you?
Why not tell us about it. Submit your
Letter to the Editor to the Bear Facts
mail box. Please include your name
and major area of study and please,
don't forget to sign it.

No real surprise,
racism still exists
in '92
By DARREN DOUGLAS
Staff Writer
what would it be like to be
that you aren't allowed to do someking or that you aren't as good as
pjmeone else because your hair is the
!vrc,ng color, or you aren't the right
height?
To me, I would find it very offensive to think that a physical athibute
should have anything to do with my
nlental capabilities or even what I am
like as a person.
However, this kind of ugly and
ignorant attitude still exists in 1992.
It is called RACISM.
Basically, racism i s easily
explained. It is when someone is
looked down upon because the
pigment in their skin is different.
When it's explained like that, I can't
help feeling even more strongly
about how stupid it really is. Racism

everyone together by skin color. Just
because my skin is the same color as
Someone else's doesn't mean that I
share the same ideas, like the same
things o r have anything in COmmon
with them at all.
God gave each and every one of us
an incredible mind to think with, to
form our own ideas and to create an
individuality that is different than
every other person that has or ever
will live.
People are talking about crossburnings in Des Moines and
Dubuque that have been in the news
recently, the resurgance of the Klu
Klux Klan, and how the gap between
whites anti blacks is wider than it has
ever been.
All I can say to them is that they
need to take their narrow-minded,

creature
is simplythat
a tremendously
has no place hateful
in our
society.
when most people think of
racism, I believe they think of hawed
toward African Americans (for lack
better
B~~ racism can occur to anyone
whether they are white, black,
yellow, red or ~ u r p l e .

ignorant views and stick them where
the sun doesn't shine. I always hear
that the youth are the future of our
planet, and from what I have seen of
youth, the death of racism
isn't too far away.
One of the biggest Mows to racism
from the music
where two different groups, Public
Enemy and,Anthrax. have combined
for a tour that is helping bring both
cultures closer together than they
have ever been.
One of the greatest speakeh in thc
history of the world once gave a
speech proclaiming that he "had a
dream."
Well, I share that dream with Dr.
Martin Luther King, and hopefully
someday the rest of humankind will
too. Maybe it will no longer be just a
dream...

I think that the linkage of racism to
the African culture started with the
grossest chapter in American history,
in which our nation allowed slavery
tooccur (apologies to any American
Indians as well). However, slavery
was abolished 129 years ago and it's
about time to erase it from memory
and work toward unifying our world.
Racism attempts to destroy our
individuality. One of racisms greatest weapons is its ability to group

Student Action Board in action!
--

BY DEE LOVE
Staff Writer

Homecoming will be celebrated
February 10-15.
Saturday, February 15 the Boone
Campus basketball teams will face

Waldorf, women's at 2 p.m. and tht
men's at 4.
Make swe that you're there tc
support otlr teams!

IT'S TIMETOSTOPBY THE
Hours: Monday Thru Friday 8 to 12:30 and 1 to 4:30

RON
BESLER
432-7519

BOONE. IOWA

432-8760

COMEIn ANDRWISTERFORA FREEG r n !
COUPONBOOKSARE GOODTHROUQH
FEBRUARY,MARCHANDAPRIL
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S T U D E N T L I F E
Transfer Day
at ISU!
By AMY GOODRICH
Staff Writer
On 'hresday, February 25, Iowa
&ate is conducting what is called
Transfer Day. It's for all students
who plan to attend ISU and need
m x e information on what is needed
to i;et dorle prior to registering for
thzir fzll classes.
To start things off, you must first
register yourself rhrongh the admissions ofrice om: waek before the 25th
of F e b r ~ a ~ Ycu
y . call call the ISU
admission!; office at the following
nl-mber to register: 1-800-262-3810.
When you call, make sure you tell
them the collegs division you plan to
enter (sucli as education, design,
agriculture, etc.).
Activities start at 9 a.m. in the Sun
Room of the Memorial Union, so you
might need to inform your teacl~ers
that you will be gone. Included ill the
Transfer Day prosam, you will l e a n
more on housing, financial aid and
further info a b u t orientation. .4t
ncon, they invits the future students
to eat in the commons wi:h the ISU
st~.dents,or if you would rather, you
c.1 I~riny;I sack lmch.

Movies .scheduled
spring semester
By JEFF CRAIGMILE
Staff Writer

Herearethemoviesbeingshown
This film launched Cybil
as part of the Humanities 133 class, Shepard's career on screen and
Wednesday evenings beginning at features Ben Johnson and Chloris
7:15 in Room 209, free of charge. Leachman as well. It is a "slice-oflife" picture about a group of kids in
Fritz the Cat
1950 America going to drive-in
February 12 is the day of the show- movies. The sequel, Texasville, was
ing of the X-rated cartoon Fritz the filmed with same characters played
Cut.
by the same actors.
Tt is the world's first animated
Witness
feature to receive an X-rating.
A post Han Solo/lndiana Jones
Tliis feature, which runs one hour
and fifteen minutes, was based on a Harrison Ford stars in the mystery
comic strip by Robert Crown. It was Witness. It will be shown on March
made in 1971.
11, and features Kelly McGillis.
It features a loose narrative and a Mystery plot aside, this movie details
rock music background (you guessed a lot of Amish life.
it), a lot of cartoon.- characters
Kramer vs. Kramer
performing sex acts, swearing,
Kramer
vs. Kramer, the weUshooting drugs and getting violent.
In spite of all the negative things renowned story of divorce will be
that give it an X-rating, it manages to shown March 4th. It has won at least
say a lot about the culture of that era. five academy awards. It was made in
1979 and features Dustin Hoffman
Klute
and Mcryl Streep.
Klute will be shown Feb. 19
featuring Jane Fonda and Donald before spring break on March 18. It's
Sul.herland. This 1971 film shows another film with Dustin Hoffmafi.
everything Pretty Woman neglected Tom Cruise also shows up in this
If you plan to attend Iowa State, I to mention about prostitution.
movie in an attempt to salvage a
stlmxly suggest you to take part in
It deals with the age-old conflict declining movie career. It is about the
tli s opportunity.
over wheather or not prostitution is a relationship between an autistic
victimless crime which should be brother and his sibling. It was best
ignored or if it should remain illegal. picture in 1988 winning at least
It is also a murder mystery and lasts seven academy awards.
one hour and fifty five minutes.
Got a problem with something or
Last Picture Show
someone? Do you have something
Reach out to the students of
Along with its sequel, the Last DMACC Boone Campus. Advertise
Boone Campus should know? It's easy,
just submit a Letter to the Editor to the Picture Show will run on Showtime ,in the Bear Facts. Affordable rates.
Bear Facts mail box. Please sign it and during die month of February. It will
Call 432-7203 or stop by Room
be shown here on Feb. 26.
indicate your major area of study.
210.

Got a complaint?

Advertisers-

Student Action Board
By DEE LOVE
Staff Writer
Homecoming Week is here and
with it comes some exciting times.
The Bmne campus basketball teams,
both women's and men's, will face
off against Waldorf Saturday, Feb.
15. The women's game starts at 2
p.m. and the men's at 4. Make plans
to attend and support our teams!
After the games there is a chili
supper to include cookies or bars in
the Student Center that will be sponsored by Phi Beta Lambda (PBL).
Meals sewed from 5.:30-7:30 p.m.
An Alumni-Parent-Faculty-Staff
reception will be held at the Elks
Lodge beginning at 7:30 p.m.
And then, don your semi-formal
attire (no jeans please) for the Homecoming Dance organized by the
Student Action Board (SAB).
The theme this year is "Distant
Dreams."
The dance will be held at the Elk's
Club, 720%Eighth Street and is from
8:30p.m. to midnight. There willbe a
disc jockey to play music, munchies
and an open bar (alcoholic beverages
providing you are 21-ID'S will be
checked at the door). A highlight at

the dance will be the naming of the
Homecoming Queen and King.
The fundraiser with Randy's
Meats ended Jan. 31 a~:d you may
pick-up your orders on 'Thursday,
Fcb. 20 from 11:OO-5:30 p.m. in the
Student Ccnter. Thank you for your
orders!
Thc Blood Drive was a great
success! There werc 101 people who
signed up to donate. What a tremendous turnout for the first time.
Tori Wilhite commented that
some SAB members have seen the
Blood Drive on television and
thought it would be a good idea for
DMACC.
The blood was donatcd to the
Blood Center of Central Iowa to help
people undergoing surgery, who
have been in an accident, or with
health problems like cancer or heart
disease.
The SAB wants to thank all of you
who donated your time and blood for
this cause, and to let you know how
much you are appreciateti!

d
JornaLf2

Rt. 3 Box 150
Jefferson, IA 50129
515-427-5263
515-427-5796

MOBILE
SOUND
AND LIGHTING
'

Steven C. Larson - 0wnerID.J.
Now Available For Formals, Weddings And.Private Parties
Or Dance On Friday Nights From 8:30 TI1 12:30
At The Digitai Domain
Next To The Sierra Theatre In Jefferson.

CAMPUS VIEW
Question: Do you think that DMACC-Boone Campus should become a totally
smoke-free environment?

I

JOHN DORAN
(Smoker)
No, not necessarily because
each individual
have a
choice to smoke or not to smoke.

GEORGE SILBERHORN
(Non-smoker)
Yes, I feel as a non-smoker I
would pl.efer a smoke-free environme1&:.However, I feel m o k ers have a right to smoke if they
choose, without going outside.

DEAN POINDEXTER
(Smoker)
No'even Ihe lowest
have rights'
us
smokers?

CONNIE BOOTH
(Non-smoker)
Yes, smoking is unhealthy.
Smoke infiltrates the whole
building even though it is
supposed to be confined to one
area.

PAM EAVES
(Smoker)
NO, smokers have rights, roo.
It's discriminating against as.

I
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S T U D E N T L I F E
Displaced Homemakers Center
offers computer workshop
The Displaced Homemakers
Center at Boone Campus is offering a
free workshop entitled "Computers
Don't Byte" Friday, Feb. 14 and
Saturday, Feb. 15.
Beginlung at 3 p.m. and running
until 5:30 p.m. on Friday, the ten
hour wxkshop resumes at 8:30 a.m.
and ruils through 5 p.m. on Saturday
with an hour off fcr lunch.
The introductory workshop will be
conducted by Dave Darling, Boone
Campus instructor. It is specifically
designed for displaced homemakers
and single parents who are not
employed or who are underemployed
and have little or no expcricnce on
computers.
The Project Self-SupportDisplaced Homemakers Center at the
Boone Campus, is in its fifth year of
providing services to displaced
homemakers (those needing to

prepare for employment due to death
or disability of a spouse or due to
divorce or separation),single parents
and single pregnant women.
Those living within an approximate 25 mile radius of Boone can
receive career assessment and
counseling as well as academic, preenrollment and financial aid
counseling.
The Center also assists eligible
displaced homemakers and single
parents with childcare and transportation expense.
In addition, Center Coordinator,
Maggie Stone, makes referrals to
other agencies which can assist.
Students wishing additional information about the Displaced Homemakers Center or wishing to register
for the "Computers Don't Byte"
workshop should contact Stone in
Room 128.

-

Rotaract activities
The Boone campus Rotaract Club will be giving a Valentine's Day
starts off the spring semester with party to the residents of the River
several activities, according to Duan- Valley residence center. They will
na Vinchattle, Rotaract president.
also be making Valentine's for
. Rotaiact members set up a recruit- veterans.
ing table on Feb. 5-6 to encourage
The annual Rotaract intemntional
students to join their service dinner will be Feb. 24 in the silldent
organization.
lounge. The guest speaker will be Jim
On Feb. 13 members of Rotaact Bittncr.

Newspaper associations merge
NEW YORK (CPS)-The American Newspaper Publishers Association and the Newspaper Advertising
Bureau, the two larges: associations
in the newspaper industry, recently
agreed to merge their organizations
by July 1.
"This is a momentous undertaking
for the newspayer induslry, which is
being done in response to both our

meinocrs' needs and the cnangmg
times," said ANPA Chairman Robert
Erburu.
The merger was announced after
an independent study showed that
most newspaper executives believed
the industry needed to speak with a
common voice, particularly in lobbying the government and promoting
advertisina.

REZOOMERS
welcome
adult students

Scholarship
update

Here is a listing of some scholarfor
Boone Campus
The REZOOMERS Club
students may qualify.
welcomed adult students to the
Delta Theta Chi Scholarship
spring semester with free coffee and
Applications for three $1,000
cookies on the opening day of classcholarships for Liberal Arts
ses. Thirty students stopped by with
students are being accepted by Delta
approximately 12 of those being new
Theta Chi Sorority, a national nonstudents to the Boone Campus.
Several remarked that it was very collegiate cultural sorority.
Requirementscall for a high schohelpful to have a place to go where
lastic
average and evidellce of finanthey could relax and "regroup" for cia1 need.
These scholarships are
their first day.
awarded annually to students of
The REZOOMERS Club is avail- promise and distinction.
All applications
ust be
able to all adult students (those who
are returning to formal education completed and returned by Saturday,
after being away for two to 20 years February 15, 1992.
or more). The purpose of the organiFor applications contact: Delta
zation is to provide support to adults Theta Chi Sorority, Iowa Alpha
who are resuming their education. Chapter; Mrs. Leland Hintz, 2310
The informal meetings provide the East Grand, Des Moines, IA 50317.
opportunity to share information and John Culver Scholarship
get better acquainted.
The Democratic party is offering
Meetings are held twice monthly two John Culver Scholarshipsto resi(the first Wednesday and the third dents of Iowa who attend or plan to
Tuesday) in the Library Conference attend any public or private, two or
Room 131. Members eat lunch four year institution of higher learntogether (brown bag or from the ing in the slate of Iowa during the
Student Centcr), and come and go as 1992-1993 academic year.
Preference will be shown to applclasses permit between 11:30 a.m.
icants who have demonstrated interand I p.m.
A meeting was held Tuesday, Jan. est in the Democratic Party, politics
21 with Rosie Irvine explaining her and govcmment, and who demonsrole as lab assistant in the Office trate financial need and academic
Occupations Department. Jinny excellence o r potential for
Silberhorn from the Learning Assis- excellence.
The deadline for applications is
tance Center also spoke to the group
Friday, February 21, 1992.
offering study skills tips.
The next meeting will l x held
Morris Scholarship
Tuesday, Feb. 18 from 11:30 a.m. to
The Morris Scholarship Fund
1p.m. Adult students are encouraged
to drop by the Library Confe~ence provides assistance for minority
Room 131 between those time for Iowans desiring to pursue the study
of law, journalism, communications
lunch or just to visit.
For additional information regard- and education.
The deadline is Wednesday, April
ing the REZOOMERS Club contact
club sponsor, Maggie Stone. iri 1, 1992.
Room 128.

This fIlnd provides annual tuition
grants ranging from $2,500 to $5,000
to qualified applicants.
The deadline for applications is
Friday, ~~~h 20, 1992.
Register
Program
The Des Moines Register MinoriProgram funds schoty
journalism
larships for
Students.
The
is
1, 1992.
For additional information, see
Chris Camey in the Boone Campus
Financial Aid Office.
Carver Scholarship
The Roy J. Carver Scholarship is
availabIe for students at two year
institutions. To be eligible, a student
must have completed a minimum of
12 hours, or the equivalent of one full
tcrm or semester of accredited course
work, as well as be currently enrolled
for at least one-half time at the
communiay college.
Students must be enrolled in a
terminal degree program. Preference
will be given to non-traditional
students in vocational-technical
programs. A minimum grade point
average of 2.5 on a 4.0 scale is
required.
The deadline for submitting applications for the Carver Scholarship is
Friday, February 28, 1992.
Nelson Urban Scholarship
The Nelson Urban Scholarship
fund is available to any African
American, Iowa resident enrolled in
a full- or part-time program (undergraduate or graduate) involvi~ig
significant contact with "at risk"
minority students, grades K-12.

Rec. Club'
By AMY GOODRICH
Staff Writer
If you don't know what the Rec.
Club is, I suggest you read on
because it will impress you!
The Rec. Club is run by Mr. Bill
Alley and is for the Boone-DMACC
students who major in leisure
studies. They plan various activities
ranging from going out for pizza in
Ballard to stuffing envelopes fdr one
of their many fund raisers.
In October, the Rec. Club traveled
to Cincinnati, Ohio for the State
National Conference and still have
one more conference to attend in
Arnes. This takes place in late March
after their trip to Naples, Florida. Of
course, this club isn't all fun and
games. While in Florida, they will
help the Parks and Recreation with
setting up an Easter Egp, Hunt f o
more than 2,000 children, plan a
parade and do other various jobs.
After their taslcs have been
completed, the membeis of the Rec.
Club get to enjoy ttlc rest of their
spring break in the beautiful Key

lyrics by John Lennon / Paul McCartney

club, I found it rather interesting, ye1
it could be challenging at times.
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S T U D E N T L I F E

This is the lighting console backstage. If it were a n animal,
I'd p u t it out OF its n~isery.

E bctrical
nightmare
BY JEFF CRAIGMILE
Staff w r i t e r
Most people on Boone Campus d o
When the auditorium was remodnot have the pleasure of working in eled a few years ago, the lighting
the theatre. A very rare number of booth wasrebuilt andrewired. About
people have a desire to run the lights. a month after my arrival it was
Technicians are truly a rare breed. discovered that there was no control
Those with enthusiasm enough to of the dimmers from the booth. The
take on the task on this campus are only place control was possible from
then disheartened when they first See was the console backstage that is
the equipment. Frankly. the !ighting usually covered in debris. Eventualpanel and related ~ a r a ~ h e r n dlna ~ ly,
e an electrician was called in to fix
rotten condition. TO ~ 0 m p l l c a t e the problem; which he did. (At the
matters further, thecustod~ansh ave a loss of the non-dimmer switches and
tendency to hamper efforts tooperate the master switch in the booth.)
and maintain the lighting panel.
Overall this was an improvement and
Fortunately, for !he last few the people that did so should be given
productions, technicians who are a very brief round of applause.
learned in the ways of this nearantique equipment have been availElectriciansfuninformed people
able. TJ-,~time will undoubtedly
come when it will take someone are also responsible for the lovely set
hours upon hours to figure out this of lights in the front row of the audistuff. ~t has always amazed me how torium over the first row of seats.
the drama department has gonen by (Circuit #43) These lights were obviously meant for an Elk's Lodge. In
with things the way they are.
Electricians have been called in on this theatre they d o not light the front
numerous occasions to fix this dino- of the stage in the manner in which
saur. Unfortunately, most electri- they were intended.
Truthfully, all they are really good
cians have never dealth with a system
like this before and seem to struggle for are curtain warmers. I'm sure
to make what little progress they they would look good around a
make. Keep in mind that electricians wedding cake. Another dilemma
are not cheap. My case in point is an here is that they y e extremely hard to
incident that took place last year. reach by scaffold or other means

Here's The Most Expensive Hat
You'll Ever pay For!

,,*..,,

8,.,,.o
1111111

II C
We are very much aware of the value of a
college education. We also are aware of the
cost.
See one of our officers soon about your
education. That expensive hat may be cheape
than you think.

Citizens National Bank
724 Story Street Boone, Iowa 515-432-7611
725 Shakespeare Stratford, Iowa 50249 5158382426
Member FDIC and Hawkeye Bancorporation@
FAX NUMBER 515-432-9915

making maintenance difficult.
To remedy this problem, Boone
Community Theatre brought in their
own portable lighting console for
South Pacific.
The system I am referring to is an
old Electro Controls model circa late
60's or early 70's. It consists of a
circuit panel, a set of circuit breakers,
a master set of circuit breakers, a very
noisy dimmer rack (two of the ten d o
not function), the backstage control
console and the lighting booth.
Another drawback frequently
encountered is the janitors, in their
effort to save electricity, often shut
down the whole system when no one
is around, regardless of what settings
may have been left behind. This is
especially disturbing when the lights
have been set for a show.
Another comment from certain
custodians has been that the current
lighting technicians do not know
what they are doing. It is fair to say
that these individuals see the drama
department as a muisance from the
manner in which they deal with us.

The results
are in!

Comments
by the Dean

By KRISS PHILIPS
Executive Dean
In the very near futureit is possible
BY AMY GOODRICH
that I will need to consider cancelling
Staff Writer
school on Boone Campus because of
After wandering the hallways and inclement weather. Often times this
scoping the lounge area, I talked to decision is a difficult and confusing
many students to see what they had one to make.
planned for Valentine's Day.
There are times that it will be
However, some said that this year s necessary to deviate from the closing
Valentine's Day could never top of the Allkeny Campus. When in my
certain ones they've had before.
best judgement these times exist, I
Janene Hale: My most memor- will take the appropriate action.
able Valentine's Day was when I got
I plai to arrive at this decision no
a big, beautiful card and roses from later than 5:30 a.m. if the conditions
my husband before we were married. in the early morning hours warrant. I
Cathy Hobart: I want to get will notify the local radio station
married on Valentine's Day.
(KWBGDCZBA) immediately upon
Shane Matthews: I want to go out my decision.
with the girl who sits to the left of me
As time does not permit me to
in history.
notify everyone, the most logical
Shawn Miers: I want the same as way for you to learn of our school
two years ago--it was naked and closing would be to listen to the
w r a ~ w din ribbon!
following area stations:
&m Clemons: My most memorKWBG-AM (1590), KZBA-FM
able Valentine's Day was when I met (98.3), Boone; KCIM-AM (1380j,
my husband.
KKRL-FM (93.7), Carroll; KDLSConnie O'Brian: All I want is 10 AM (1310), KDLS-FM (104.9),
learn precalculus faster!
PerryfJefferson; KEZT-FM ( I 04).
M a t t Wiggins: T o leave Iowa! Ames.
Greg Oppedahl: One year I got a
If the weather conditions during
30 pound chocolate heart.
the school day warrant an e y l y
Jeff Craigmile: I want a date. dismissal, I will make the deci~lon,
Jenny Williams: To get flowers. notify the staff and notify the rz.di;,
JoNell Backman: My most stalions as soon as possible.
memorable was getting flowers from
School cancellation for eo:e!i;ng
my husband at work.
school will be considered scpara.tely
Brenda Backman: All I want is from school cancellation dari7.g the
the guy in the Soloflex comn~ercial! daytime; i.e. weather conditions r z y
Teresa Ford: My most rnemor- improve during the day a i d cla:,ses
able was when I got engaged on may be held at night when thay 'lave
Valentine's Day.
been cancelled during the daytitne. k
Natalee Wilhelm: I hope to get decision to ~ a n c e levening classes
flowers.
will be made no later than 4 3 0 p.m.
Rick Johansen: My most memorable was my first Valentine's Day
with my wife.
Patty Seeman: Lots of yummies!
Jamie White: I hope to go out
with a certain girl.
Aaron Campbell: I hope to spend
it with a woman.
Teresa Wren: My most memorable Valentine's Day was when my
high school boyfriend bought me a
five pound box of chocolates in a
heart shaped box covered with
ribbons and lace. If I get anything this
year, I'll be surprised!

Pet picks

What

:i

mess!

The custodians have never been
given a proper room in which to store
their supplies and paraphenalia. This
leads to a large amount of nontheatre related materials showing up
on stage and getting in the way of a
production. This combined with a
general underlying friction between
the drama people (mostly technical
crew) and the custodial staff leads to
tension during a show.
In short, the time for somechanges
By JIM M E R R I L L
is upon us. Although times are not
Staff Writer
cheerful economically, it is time to
I have the perfect pet for you!
Politicians got you down? Is there
humbly request that a new lighting
In a time in our lives that we are
panel be installed and the custodians something the whole world of just
college students, and are constantly
be given an adequate storage facility. Boone Campus should know?
SAB funds d o not allow enough
The solution to your problems: on the move we need a pet that is
money for this to be paid for out of submit a Letter to the Editor to the Bear adaptable to our life style.
That's right, "FISH!
the theatre department's budget. In Facts. Just drop it in the Bear Facts
fact. SAB money combined with mail box in the office. Please sign your
They are inexpensive, easy to care
ricket sales provide just enough to get name and indicate your major area of for. and virtually immobile unless
you want them to be.
through a production comfortably. study.
Some good choices are the beta
and the ever popular goldfish, but of
course you can go with a fresh o r salt
water aquarium. They offer more
species variety and better viewing,
Now i s the time to apply for
however they require more care and
cost.
The "beta" and the "goldfish" are
both very compatible to a simple fish
bowl. They both have the ability to
Forms are available on the table outside the main office.
l i v e in* a l o w ' o x y g e n a t e d
If you have questions, or need more info., stop by the environment.
S o if you are looking for a pet for
financial aid department.
your house or apartment then "go
DON'T DELAY! APPLY NOW!
fish"!

Aliens in your
back yard?

ATTENTION STUDENTS!
FINANCIAL AID FOR
'92-'93 SCHOOL YEAR
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COMMENTARY
Craigmile's Corner ##I

.

Economy may plunge further,
then upswing by Christmas
By JIM MCKEAN
Staff Wrlter

Again

Christmas. Other economists have
predicted a much longer duration for
this recession some even as long as
two years before we see an
improvement.
on~
~J ~ 28,~~R. ~G~~~~
~~ ,
Bush made his State of the Union
Address. In his speech the President
gave his plan for economic recovery.
This plan consisted of ideas that have
It seems that recent media coverMaybe the naive
been proposed before o r have been
age has been hitting on the controver- has been duped into believing lhai rattling
around the capital for years.
sy surrounding the validity of the Lee Harvey Oswald and Jack Ruby
The
Resident's
plan included:
movie JFK (when they are not whin- acted
without any s~ Of
A higher personal deduction for
ing about the economy).
conspiracy behind their actions. In children, raising the deduction to
People need to realize that it isjust that case Oliver Stone should be
$2.800.
a movie. It is, however, a very though thanked for his
effons. But
Increase weekly
take
home pay
provoking and can be used to stimu- what makes anyone believe that if the by decreasing
federal
withholding.
late debate on a topic thnt affects Kenrledy case is reopened that
Cut the military budget by $500
everyone.
be found' If any billion over the next five years.
We, as a movie going public. need anything
evide1:ce contrary to the govern* A freeze in federal spending at
to focus less on the coiltroversy ment's stcry ever existed. it has prob- current
levels except for social
surrounding this film. Director Oliv- ably been ciestroyed long before security and welfare.
er Stonc, although possibly not inten- now.
Give tax credits to first time
tionally, is rolling in free publicity
It makes no sense for the orche- home buyers, and allow them to
that are undoubtedly boosting ticket straton
a
de tat to leave remove $10,000 k o m IRA'S without
sales.
evidence lying around to be picked
to help buy homes.
As a person with acting experi- up by future gen-rations. After
he
Cut the capital gains tax from
ence. I can truthfully tell you that
28% to 15.4% on items held for three
show business is exactly what the who writes the history books can
years o r more.
name implies: a business. I, like it any way he wants to.
"The bigger tile lie; the more
Of course the democratic rebuttal
many others, am not in it for the
by Tom Foley, Speakcr of the House,
money. There is a large majority on people will believe it."-Adolf
said that the cuts in taxes were motiHitler quoted in JFK.
the west coast who are.
As
a
grim
reminder
of
another
vated
by the upcoming election.
Of course, thc public is getting a
me banks and other thrift institudifferent side to the story from Oliver assassination, Lincoln's birthday
tions are also in hot water. Aiter the
Stone. He claims that he is righting a was Feb. 12.
Decide for yourself who killed savings and !oan fiasco and the over
government "wrong" that has been
among the public for some time now. Kennedy.
Was it the U.S. military, the CIA.
Maybc his intentions are honorable
and his heart truly is in the right big business. Communists. Castro
supporters or a lone nutcase performulace.
r - - ~-l'here have k e n documentmies on ing- superhuman feats of accuracy
the Kennedy assassination long and speed at three different angles
Has something got you really
befcre now and lheg never caused a through foliage. It only makes sense upset? The way to start the wheels of
furor of acti.viry in c'cngess. Some that Lee Harvey Oswald would change in motion is right in front of
Americans are getting csnspiracy instantly be labeled a communist you. Write a letter to The Bear Facts
happy. U.F.(l.'s, k;er?nady and Elvis after killing the president.
editor.
Amazingly enough. J. Edgar
Just drop your signed letter in the
have all surfaced again recently. T o
top is all off itVsan election year. Hoover was never mentioned in this Bear Facts mailbox in the office.
Please indicate your major area of
Scandals are coming to light every- movie.
I love a scandal. don't you?
study along with your name.
where, real or not.

Seeking a change?

The United States is CUlTently
extension of high risk speculative
loans, thrift institutions are bieng experiencing economic hard times.
mud1 more tight fisted when it comes With major companies such as GM.
to l-isky loans. This lack of capital IBM. Xerox and TRW laying off or
loans means less money is available planning to lay off people in the near
to
t l ~ a t future. things are starting to look faird start ~the small
~ businesses
,
helped to pull us out
the ly bleak1981/1982
Economists are predicting the full
~ n Ilereps
d
the good news: "IFyou Spectrum from gloom and doom to
look at the unemployment figures, "if we ignore it, it will all g o away."
this is a mild reccsion
conlpad
to The general public is hard pressed to
the one in 1981-82," says Gary discover just what is going on.
Stasko, economics professor a t
S o here's the bad news: this recesD M A C C - B ~campus.
~~~
sion is the first in recent memory
when corporations have trimmed the
Current u n e m ~ l o ~ m n e t f i g u m
are
s white collar workers along with the
at 7.1% a s compared to almost 11% blue collar. In past hard times the
at the deepest depth of the '81-'82 percentage of white collar workers
recsssion. With the jobs being cut in has incrras& while the numbers of
many indusuies the number of blue
wokers
has shrunk.
jobless will pro1,ably rise though,
The largest middle management
according to Stasko.
hiring period in history and the huge
Stask0 also believes that while we amounts of corporate debt taken on
haven't see11the bottom of this reces- in the 1980s is another reason for the
sion he expects to see an upswing by paring down of the white collar work
force. During these tough economic
This negative opinion was also times corporations can't support both
expressed by Stasko, who believes the debt and their employees so the
that the recession will be on the workers get the pink slips.
upswing before the effects of the
Because of the financial hard
President's plan would be felt.
Wall Street evidently doesn't times for many retailers (Macy's
much like this plan either. The day bankruptcy for example) jobs are not
after the President's State of the only unavailable in retail. ~ o b as re
Union address (Jan. 29) the Dow- being desuoyed so that companies
can survive.
Jones dropped 4 8 points.

Subject matter
By JIM MERRILL
Let's talk English, shall we?
From the days of language arts to
the time of Comp. 11and communication skills, we have all met or at least
attempted these challenging
subjects. Someof us enjoy them and
d o well in them. whileothers struggle
through them.
What we need to d o is focus on the
importance of the* subjects.
Without these skills our society

would e x p e r i e n c e c h a o s a n d
confusion.
For instance, government would
be ineffective as well as many other
aspects of our social communities.
All types of media and television,
would be useless.
S o I say, consider the good points
behind these very important subjects
and give them all you can. They will
be essential in the job market, and
also in your life.

,
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C O M M E N T A R Y
STATE OF THE UNION
(Editor's note: Starting with this
issue and continuing through the end
of spring semester, The Bear Facts
staff will present a "Point/

Counterpoint" series based on various subject areas. This month's deals
with Pres. George Bush's State of tlze
Union address.)

...But

Speech leaves much to be
desired...

Bush is not to blame
By DARREN DOUGLAS
Staff Writer

By CHAD ELSBERRY
Staff Writer
On January 28th. President Bush
gave his much anticipated State of
the Union speech. In my opinion the
plans outlined by President Bush left
much to be desired.
The President started by reviewing
the events of the past year.
"Communism died this year," is how
the President characterized the situation in Eastern Europe. He suggested
the U.S. was responsible for this
death.

The 10% term plan which was Put
forth is lacking in several areas. He
talked about improving the trade
But how? If it means
more trips to Japan like the last one, I
lhinL we're in
The
point was American schools must be
revolutionized. What's new, this idea
has been talked about for a number of
years, but maybe the "Education
President" from the 1988 election is
ready to act.

While I agree the U.S. played a
role in the collapse of the Soviet
Union, it is also important to note
another reason for the demise. In
short. communism in the former
U.S.S.R. failed because it didn't
work. Communism couldn't meet
the needs of the people through its
economy. Furthermore. I also note
that the President and many others
seem to keep forgetting about
another little communist country
called The People's Republic of
China. But I guess as long as China
only massacres its own people we
can overlook them.
The President then went on to
explain how $50 billion more would
be available through defense cuts
over the next five years. However, in
the next breath he menlioned the
restoring of the SDI program. Is it
just me, or will a sizeable chunk of
the savings from the decrease in military be eaten up if the SDI program is
brought back?
The President then addressed the
troubles at home. The first thing
mentioned by the President was the
short term. One of the things
included in this economy stimulation
package was a change in tax withholdings which would put $25 billion
into the economy. This change
would mean that instead of getting a
refund check after filing one's taxes.
people would get a little more each
week in their paycheck. At best, this
is an interesting gimmick.
The President also mentioned
other short term actions such as a 9 0
day moratorium on new regulations
which could hinder growth; a $5.000
tax credit for first time home buyers;
a cut in capital gains taxes; and
allowing IRA funds to be withdrawn
early without penalty. However.
these measures are just what he said.
they are short term.
In addition, some of these plans
involve congressional action which
may not be to quick in coming. A
case could be made that congress will
not move because this is an election
year, and any upturn in the economy
might help the President. However.
the case could also be made that the
long term plan is so weak the sliort
terms goals of the President don't
merit support.

The President also asked Congress
to pass a number of proposals such as
a comprehensive crime bill, private
healthcare reform, increased funding
for Headstart, bank reform, civil
justice reform. $500 per child
exemptions, and student loan interest
exemptions. Some of these proposals
have merit, but why has it taken the
President so long to respond? It
seems the President didn't become
reform minded until his
rating began to dip in the opinion
polls.
As impo1tant as the things that
were talked
by the Presic'ent
are the issues which were not
mentioned. Some of the issues I'm
referring to include: a middle class
tax cut; fundamental rather than
small changes in healthcan; and the
issue of abortion which
divides many Americans.

After hearing the President's
speech I doubt the minor changes to
the existing system will help much.
The tinkering may help put us back
on a track similar to the 1980's. b u t s
that such a good thing? Some people
consider the 1980's to have been a
prosperous time. In reality. it was a
decade of debt which left us around
$3 trillion in the hole, and that is a
hole 1 fear this country will not soon
climb out of.

This past
28. President Bush
made the annual State of the Union
address to Congress and the nation.
~ an~
*though Bush's P ~ P is at
all-time low, he entered Congress to
amusing 'landing
that lasted
five minutes. Bush appcsred
to be in a confident and almost jovial
mood as he began his address joking
about not being able to get Barbara to
deliver the speech. Bush's speech
was very obviously broken into two
separate parts, the sweeping changes
in the world's -tern
hemisphere
and the troubles on the economic
homefrontThe major point that Bush made
about our nationVsforeign policy was
thar not only is the Cold War over,
but it was won by the United States.
Bush also pointed out that America
could stop making sacrifices since
the U.S.S.R. has been dissolved.
With lhe
of the Soviet
Union, the chance of a nuclear holocaust hs been reduced ten-fold, and
that the United States is the sole
eminent power in the world today.
The other main point that Bush
brought up, was the effects of operation Desert Storm. Since our victory
in the Gulf major changes have been
faking place. The Middle Eastern
countries have agreed to sit down and
dicuss their problems wirh each other
and Israel, and the most impaLwt
fact, the last American hostage in the
Middle East has been set free. With
these incredible changes, Bush
announced his plan to reduce our
nation's defense stockpile.
a r h d y confirmed is the shut
down of the B-2 bomber program,
the cancellation of the small ICBM
program, and the ceased production
of sea-bas4 ballistics. Bush also
added that if Russian leader Boris
Yeltsin would agree to eliminate all
land-based ballistics, the U.S. would
initiate even more dramatic reductions. ~f~~~ the talk of our foreign
lane

>

BILDEN~S

relations, Bush got to the subject on
everyone's mind, the economy.
~~~h made it clear from the begiX1~ that
~ he
~ alone
~ could
Y not change
ning
the
and
Congress to help him.
Bush took the
initiative and announced his plan for
short term recovery. This was broken

As far as long term goals, Bush
was
brief, only outlining
eight areas in which to improve. m e
included: trade, common
invesment in the miaLet
crime and drugs, the FUND place,
Hop

down into two Parts, what Bush was
going to do himself* and what he
asking
to
with hlm.
Bush proposed changes in federal
regulations. creation
jobs in
and maintenance, and
changing
the federal tax witholding
and Bush estimated this
Pump an extra $200 billion
the economy in the next 12
He asked Congress for the
new tax
easier o ~ ~ o f l u n i t i efor
s purchasing
real estate, first-time home buyer

housing proposal, to refom * the
health care system, to get the federal
deficit under control and to strengthen the family. Bush's ideas seem
s i n c e , and it a
that he rylly
is making an effort to revikdize'the
American economy.
Bush made it absolutely clcarlhat
now the U.S. is not only the leadar of
the west, we are now the leader of the
world and as long as he's presiflent
he's going to lead the world not
because of his political career. but to
do it for the safety of our children.

was

bre&
tax.

and cutting the capital $ins
t

1
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S P O R T S
The Lady Bears sure looked good!

b

Taking

I

the h o o ~ !
-

The Lady Bears went 1-1 their last
two home games beginning with
their 116-25 victory over Ellsworth
College.
Freshman Dana Wernimont lead
the game with 38 points.
"We moved the ball well, that's
why we won big," she commented
after the game.
The women suffeked a defeat Jan.
29 against Creston, 97-86.
The Lady Bears still played good
hoop! Jennifer Kellen lead with 24
points, while Heather Smith and
Karla Lilly looked great with determined defense.

PLEASE
SHOW
FA N
SUPPORT!
-

Heather Smith's determination
against Ellsworth made her the
pick player of the month of
January.

DMACC - BOONE CAMPUS
1991-92
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
Date
Jan. 25 (S)
29 (W)
Feb. 5 (W)
8 (S)
10 (M)
13 (R)
15 (S)
17 (M)
19 (W)
22 (S)

Opponent
Ellsworth
Creston
Rearnes
N.I.A.C.C.
Kirkwood
Creston
Waldorf-Homecoming
Marshalltown
Central College J.V.
Faith Baptist College

Site
Home
Home
Home
Home
Away
Away
Home
Away
Home
Home

1

By DARREN DOUGLAS
Staff Writer

I always hear people talk about
how they remember exactly where
they were at the time when President
John F. Kennedy. was assassinated.
Well, I wasn't around when that
happened, but there is a &y and a
certain announcement which will
always live on in my memory. It
happened just a couple months ago.
It was the day Ervin "Magic"
Johnson announced to the world that
he had tested HIV positive.
-I -r e- m
--- e- m b- e r w a t c h i n e that
Jazzy Jn;m Knnert hot at the line announcement on television and
against Ellsworth.
almost crying. The fact that a man
that possessed so much talent and
was so gifted could be shot down
from
----- elorv so ouicklv made me
almost
physicall; sick:
By JEFF CRAIGMILE
The message derived from the
Staff Writer
announcement
rang out like a shot, if
----- -- - - not only in ~ m e & a nthen throughCan you make a basket from the
out the athlete's
entire world.
one of
in theIfhistory
of the
the
three point line, half-court, the free- greatest
throw line or a lay-up?
world could contract the AIDS virus, condom or asking Your Partner to,
If you can hit one of these shots
there is no reason to end up in a coffin
you can win a small Godfathers ' h e ~ h ~ y ~ is~ spreading
~ & S because of it,
-- -

Hoop Shoot

pizza. Two
win you a medium
pizza. Three will win a large pizza.
Anyona wllc caii iiit all four receives

0---,

-

u

- -

throughout our world at an alarming
we have of
rate. The best

Wear a condom.

$100.
Enter when you walk in the door at
any home basketball games. Two
names will be drawn at the halftime
of the mens and womens games. The
Hoop Shoot is sponsored by the
Cheer Squad and Godfathers Pizza in
Boone.

PHONE TUTOR!

Time
6:OO
6:OO
6:OO
6:OO
6:OO
8:OO
2:OO
6:OO
6:OO
6:OO

-

The day that
will live on in
his mind

Dana Wernimont watches the men's game after she dumped in 38 points
for the Lady Bears earlier.
By JIM MERRILL
Staff Writer

--

controlling the disease is to become
educated about it. Inform yourself
about the disease, that 'you- cannot
contract the virus through casual
contact (such as shaking hands) and
especially that it does not discriminate against its victims on the basis of
race, drug use or sexual preference.
Information is definitely the best
way to arm yourself against the virus
that has been named the "Black
Plague" of the '90s. However, if you
choose to engage in sexual intercourse, their is another crucial
method for helping stop the AIDS
virus. That method is the use of a
latex condom. The formcr U.S.
Surgeon General C. Everett Koop
researched the disease and his findings were that other than abstenance,
a latex condom was the best method
for physically stopping the spread of
the virus.
This information has been seem. . .
ingly ignored, mostly because the
"moral majority" feels that such
topics as condoms and teenage sex
should not be discussed in public,
nuch less on network television.
This ridiculous idea stems from
the feeling that if condoms arc
endorsed or advertised, promiscuity
a n d pre-marital s e x will b e
promoted.
First of all, it isn't anyone else's
business to know or care about your
personal life. Secondly, it is ludicrous to think that after watching a
condom commercial someone is
going to think, "Gee, I think I'll go
have sex."
As I said, it isn't anyones business
to know about your personal life and
it certainly isn't my place. But if your
going to partake in intercourse,
promiscuous or not, please wear a
condom.
One of the things I hear most often
is that putting on a condom "kills the
mood." But if there is enough feeling
to Create a "mood," then you should
love your partner enough or at least
love yourself enough t o spare the
extra few seconds it takes to put a
condom on.
Remember, no matter how great
YOU think the sex will be or how
uncomfortable you are putting on a

(ask for Boone Campus
Learning Center)

M-Th 5-8 p.m.
Help in:
High school chemistry,
finite math, algebra, basic
math, basic english.

Events On Saturday, February 15 Include:
Lady Beam vs. Waldorf, 2 p.m. Gym
I

Boone Bears vs. Waldorf, 4 p.m. Gym
Chili Supper 6 p.m. Student Center
hmnts-Alumni-Fac~~lty -Staff Reception
1:30 p.m., Elks Lodge, Bmne
Homecoming Dance, 8:30 p.m. to Midnight,
Elk's Lodge

Hope To See You There!
(Event Sponsored By Boone Campus Student Action Board)

.
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Two Bears plagued with injuries, Adam Krug and Reggie Martin, watch
the game against Creston.

Papa Bears
need
some honey,
By JIM MERRILL
Staff Writer
Our men's basketball team sure
could use some honey in the form of
winning. Even though they have yet
to win a game, they still won't give
up! They have suffered through their
last two home games due to team
injuries. In spite of the many team
injuries their determination is still
remarkably high.
The Bears suffered the last two
home defeats as follows: 96-68
against Ellsworth and 120-63against
Creston.
Jason Kunert is my choice for
player of the month with 23 points
against Ellsworth and 19 points
against Creston. This 6'6" sophomore from Des Moines (East) is
looking like a giant asset to the team.
Other team scorers were Dana
Scott andReggie Martin both with 10
points. Rich Webb with a game high
24 points, looked great against
Creston.

Intramurals
schedule
The Intramural schedule for the
spring semester along with a brief
description of each event is as
follows:
Jazzy Jason shows his ball handling skills as the rookie with 23 points.
Singles Badminton-Games
played to 15, best two of three games
wins match.
Singles Pickleball-Fast moving,
recreational game, played on a
By JIM MERRILL
badminton court with a three foot
high net (like tennis) using wooden
Staff Writer
paddles the size of a racquetball
Super Bowl Sunday went much
d.
B LO 0M I N G T O N ,
racquet and a whiffleball. Games to
(CPS)-Hot-tempered coach ~ o b b y like everyone expected. So I decided
15, best two of three wins match.
Knight made news again in Decemget some W n m e n t s from
Bowling-Local
bowling alley,
DMACC
students
and
staff.
ber when he barred a female reporter
snacks,
$3.00
entry
fee.
were asked* ''What did You
from the men's basketball locker
OOOF
Ball-Four
person teams
room. Indiana University officials think of Washington's 37 to 24
played on a volleyball court with a
Coach
Dunham's
look
says
it
all
about
how
our
seasons
going.
Over
said he was following school policy.
three pound weighted ball. A two
The incident occurred after IndiaMike Waterbury: I didn't get to
hand catch and a throw is used
na played Notre Dame and Asso- see it I had to work.
instead of a traditional volleyball hit.
Runner on first, one out. The batter der goes over the head of the first Games to 15, best two of three games
ciated Press reporter Beth Harris
Ken Stoneburner: My wife was hits a deep line drive to the outfield. baseman and into the dugout.
tried to go into the dressing -m for
an interview. ~~~~i~
said
inter- playing that stinking Nintendo.
Where should the runner be wins the match.
The runner, thinking it will fall in,
Whimeball-Everybody 's favoviewed players there before.
John D
~ I pretty
~
~well ~ heads
: toward second and keeps. placed?
rite. Forty-five minute time limit or
~
n
n
h
g
.
If
you
have
the
right
answer
we
But, according to the Sports infor- expected that Washington would
twenty run rule.
The outfielder catches the ball for *ill print your name and your
matian office, the school policy does win.
Singles Tennis-Rally point scarthe second out and throws to first to response in the next issue.
not permit reporters of the opposite
ing, first to 10 games wins match.
sex in football and men's and
attempt the double play.
Write to: Sports Trivia/Sports
Dana
I thought it was
Putt Putt Golf-Played at local
to win.
p I wanted
By this time the runner is half way Staff- Leave your response in The course, snacks, $1.00 entry fee.
women's basketball locker rooms. s t r ~ g h tbut
to
third.
The
throw
from
the
outfielBear
Facts
mailbox
in
the
main.
The policy stipulatesthat players will
. J.C. Wilson: I called it all the way
Sand Volleyball-Beach volleybe made available for interviews man!
office.
ball, 4 person teams. Games to 15,
outside the locker room when
two games out of three wins the
Sign-up
Play
Fast Eddie: I knew the Skins
requested.
match.
Deadline
Date
would scalp the Bills!
Great Canoe Race-1-30
to
SinglesBadminton (Open)
2/14
2/16 - 6 p.m. bottom of Ledges State Park, picnic
Singles Pickleball (Open)
2121
2/13 - 6 p.m. and games, $5.00 per canoe entry fee.
Golf-Played
on local courses,
2/28
2/29
- 2 p.m. $2.00
Bowling (Open)
entry fee.
3/06
3/08 - 6 p.m.
OOOF Ball (Co-Rec)
All intramural sports will be play3/15 - 6 p.m. ed on the dates indicated on the sche3113
Whiffleball (Open)
dule. All tournaments will be
Singles Tennis (Open)
4/14 - 4 p.m. completed
4113
on those dates if possible.
Putt Putt Golf (Open)
4/13
4/14 - 3 p.m.
Sign-up is required for all sports
Sand Volleyball (Open)
4/17 - 3 p.m. by 5 p.m. on the designated dates.
4116
Return all sign-up sheets to the
4/20 - 1 p.m. intramural
4/17
Great Canoe Race (Open)
mail box in the main
4/30 - 2 p.m. office.
4/29
Golf Outing (Open)

Female reporter
ejected from
Indiana locker room

Super Bowl

Sports trivia

10
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College has
innovative approach
to deadbeats

\M, Ohio (CPS)-A

small
uts college has come up with
to yirt an end to delinquent
:rs.
:nts with overdue tuition bills
en locked out of their dormit~ m sat Hiram College.,

Last fall, the school warned
students of the move after estimating
that unpaid bills totaled hundreds of
thousands qf dollars. When students
returned lhis year, the locks on their
dorm rooms had been changed. To
get new kcys, students and parents
had to work out payment plans with
school officials.

Dukakis heads south for
teaching assignment

THE Crossword
ACROSS
1 Perimeter:
abbr.
5 Trembled
10 Buss
14 Chin. housegirl
15 Islam text
16 Thought: pref.
17
California
18 Famous fiddle
maker'
19 Pianist Peter
20 Ice cream
thickener
21 Vietnam
holiday
22 Seed covering
24 Howard of
movies
26
Park, Colo.
28 Goes astray
30 Scot. regimentals
34 Light wood
37 Raise

-

-

-

by Fred Twle
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h

Student reviewer corn1nents on
The Last Boy Scout and JFK

Computer Logins

By JEFF CRAIGMILE
Staff Writer
!!!! - Excellent beyond words
!!! - Worth seeing twice
!! - Average, very average
! - Wait for video tape
0 - Don't waste money on it.

This month we look at two movies,
The Last Boy Scout and the controversial JFK. Both are very graphic yet
in two entirely different ways. Both
feature actors who are big names in
Hollywood.

The Last Boy Scout
!! and a half
Damon Wayans of TV's In Living
Color co-stars with Bruce Willis in
this incredibly violent tongue-incheek action film. Willis plays an exsecret service agent turned private
investigator. W a y a n s plays a
drugged-out ex-football star looking
for something to do.
There are a few redeeming qualities to this R-rated film. First, if you
like somewhat crude humor, this film
is very funny. If you like a lot of
people getting blown up, shot or
pummeled then this movie is right up
your alley. Damon Wayans also adds
a prospect for a lot of deep reflection
into one's own personality.
Those are the good points. This
movie goes down hill from there. The
plot; save the girl and blast the bad
guys, has a lot to be desired. The
flashback sequences with the Bruce
Willis character don't really add
much to the picture and end up going
nowhere. The only thing the flashbacks serve to explain is the incredibly negative attitude that Willis
portrays all-to-well anyway. Damon
Wayans is supposed to be the greatest quarterback on the face of the
Earth despite his drug habit. The love
interest in this film isn't too interesting. but it did serve enough to tie a
couple characters into this otherwise
weak story.
This nov vie does leave room for a
sequel at the end.. This movie may
serve as the saving grace for Bruce
Willis' career, since he has bombed
several tirnes at the box office since
Die Hard. Damon Wayans has
proved beyond a slradow of a doubt
that his talents extend much further
than just comedy. A sequel may
serve to prove whether or not either
point is tms.

JFK

...
fff

If you go to JFK, be sure to buy an
extra large drink and a jumbo bucket
of popcorn. because it is over three
hours long. It is also not good, as
some girls found out, to go to this
movie just to see Costner with all his
dashing good looks. This is a very
deeply emotional and thoughtprovoking film. This truly is worth
all of the discussion that has been
given to it.
JFK has a lot of actors that are
approaching the end of their careers.
Ed Asner, Jack Lemmon, Walter
Mathau, and Donald Sutherland,
who were all. big before 1980 show
up in this movie, even if it is just a
walk-through. Others who make an
appearance in JFK are Kevin Bacon,
John Candy, Joe Pesci and of course
Kevin Costner as New Orleans
District Attorney David Garrison.
It's good to see that Costner has hung
up his little bow and arrow for a
while.

This movie made a lot of good
points about the U.S. governmcnt
and Kennedy. When this comes out
on video it is likely to be seen in
many classrooms. It is a good movie
in entertainment value as well as
speculation.
JFK does manage to keep your
attention really well for as long as it
is. I can't thinkof anything thatreally
could have been cut unlike another
movie Kevin Costner starred in.
Kevin Bacon, Joe Pesci, and John
Candy have some intensely funny
dialogue throughout the movie. The
use of real news footage and te
Zapruder film at the beginning and
throughout really adds to the effect as
well.
Donald Sutherland's character is
the cornerstone of this movie and
conveys the director's well educated
guess as to the cause of the conspiracy most effectively.
This is one of the rare period piece
films that actually does not have any
noticeable out-of-date errors. Vhere
were a couple of times that I felt like I
was watching L A . Law however.)

Here is some information about
the DMACC computer network
which may be helpful to students as
they sit down to use the computers
here.
Student Logins
Students will login using their
entire social security number (all 9
digits). A student will have three (3)
tries to access the network. If access
is denied, the student will be locked
out for 30 minutes. After that period,
the student may attempt to access the
network again.
No generic logins will be used this
semester (DMACC or Boone).
Students who are not paid Alumni
are denied access to the network.
This is because of an attempt to make
the system more secure.
A student may assign themselves a
password once they haved logged on
the first time. After that when the
student logs in a password will have
to be entered. Students will be very
closely tracked this semester and
should a student give another student
111eirlogin o: password, the student
will be held accountable. Each

student is responsible for their
account.
Should a student have registered
l ~ tand
e is not on the system, give that
stutla~t'ssocial security nu 'ber to
Mary Jane Green or Dave D a i n g in
Room 212, or Gary Stasko in Room
201 and the student will be ~tered
intd the system.
Boot Disks
No boot disks will be n e e d this
semcster to access the nctwo~ but a
formatted data disk will bt ecessary. Turning the computer
will
Loc)t the machine. Once a
in is
enrered, the DMACC Mai
lenu
appears. Pick a printer dee ltion
and then a softwarc package.
sure
to logout when done with the
nputer. You may not login
two
cornputcrs at the same tin,
Computers can be lcft o!
iring
the day, turned off at ~ g h t .
ALWAYS leave the printcr: , and
tlle rnachlne beside each r ter.
Network Software
The software on the * work
consists of Wordperfect 5.1 .otus
2.2, dBase IV, and DOS :

-

Current Showings

In essence this movie states that
FATHER OF 'THE BRIDE (PG)
Lee Harvey Oswald did not act alone
in killing Pres. John Fitzgerald
STEVE MARTIN Kennedy. It also states that Jack
MODERNIZED VERSION OFRuby's killing of Oswald was part of
THE
CLASSIC COMEDY;
the government's attempt to cover
ORIGINAL
IS.BElTER (FAIR)
their trail. From there out every death
FRIED GREEN TOMATOES (PG
is linked to the government trying to
cover their trail.
13) KATHY BATES Essentially Director Oliver Stone
ENDEARING TALE OF FEMALE
went out of his way to blame the
FRIENDSHIP IN DEEP SOUTH
Johnson administration. The CIA,
(GOOD)
the FBI, the U.S. military, the Mafia,
and the media for these killings and
GRAND CANYON (R) DANNY
REBECCA DE MORNAY
cover-ups. He also goes out of his
GLOVER - FASCINATING
way, in typical Oliver Stone fashion
THE HAND THAT ROCKS "E
MOSAIC FILM OFFERS KEEN
lo blame the Viet Nam conflict for
CRADLE (R) REBECCA DE
OBSERVATIONS OF
everything. There were also referMORNAY - NANNY FROM
ences pertaining to Cuba, CommunCONTEMPORARY SOCIETY
HELL TERRORIZES A YUPPIE
I
r
r
n
r
ism and homosexuals throughout the
1 thought almost any actor could (uncn I
FAMILY; SOCK0 THRILL@
movie.
have taken Costner's part in this BEAUTY AND THE BEAST (GI
. ,,,,,,(,U U U V )
movie, but since he is such a big
According to this movie, a mili- name the film has a bigger draw. It DISNEY MAGIC REIGNS
HOOK (PG) ROBIN WILLIAMS
tary style three point crossfire was may be a good idea to g o to JFK SUPREME WITH THIS
used to assassinate Kennedy. (Some before forming a final opinion about DAZZLING ANIMATED
OVERBLOWN, LATTER-DAY
documentaries have pointed out the the Kennedy assassination. Regard- FEATURE BASED ON THE
VERSION OF THE CLASSIC
fact long before now.) A gripping less of the controversy, it is an excelCLASSIC
TALE
(GREAT)
"PETER PAN" FANTASY (FAIR)
comparison to a standard military lent film.
execution was used "5 real bullets
"I
If you are in a mood for debate JUICE (R) UNFLINCHING LOOK STAR lREK
and one blank" of course Oswald was
the blank. The scene where the take a friend, something will defi- AT BLACK YOUTHS INVOLVED SHATNER - FRESH
"magic bullet" is described is very nitely come up for you to debate IN CRIME; STOCK ACTION
AND GoOD SPECIAL EFFECTS
funny. It is utterly impossible for one about. It is a wonder whether or not
ENLIVEN THIS SEQUEL IN THE
bullet to travel in the manner that it the American people have been SEQUENCES LOWER IMPACT STURDY SCI-FI SERIES (GOOD)
did and still remain in good duped into believing the "lone (FAIR)
nutcase" theory.
condition.
AT\

-

McDONALD'S
EXTRA VALUE MEAL
INCLUDES CHEESEBURGER, SMALL FRY, AND
SMALL DRINK

716 Eighth Street-1326

I

OPEN
84
HOURS

1703 S. STORY ST.
BOONE, IOWA

MENV

South Story Streel-Hwy.
MEMBER FDIC

169 at Boxholm

ONLY $1.79
Plus Tax
1227 S. Marshall

Boone, Iowa
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S T U D E N T L I F E
College student accused of
killing former girlfriend

Upcoming
Germany
year activity

beaten and stabbed Christmas Eve on
PENSACOLA, ma. (CPS)-A~
18-year-old University of west nor- a deserted stretch of the Gulf Islands
ida student has been accused of stab- National Seashore.
bing his former girlfriend to death in
a state park.
Sean Patrick Esty, also a maduate
of Pensacola ~ i g hschool, was
The bod)' of Lauren Virginia arrested in mid-January at a restaurR m s e ~ ,15, an honor student at ant where he worked. A grand jury
Pensacola High school^ was found will determine whether Estv should
be indicted.

1 You're Invited To Join 1
Conferelnces

Oops! Well a t least they didn't park in the fire lane.

Campus Activities

You're invited
to the movies!

Association Magaz

Monthly Meetings
Open To Students In Secretarial, Accounting And
Business Oriented Programs.
Bee Mary Jane Green, Room 213
Or Gary Btasko, Room 201

Boone Campus students are
Here is a listing of the scheduled
invited to view the movies being movies, which all pcrtain to social
shown as part of the Humanities 133 issues this semestext
America in the Movies class, free of
charge.
Feb. 12-Fritz the Cat.
Feb. 19-Klute.
The
are
On
Feb. 2 6 T h e L a s t Picture Show.
Wednesday e-:enings beginning at March GKramr
vs. Kramr.
7:15 in Rmrn 209, according to Jan March ll-Witness.
LaVille, instructor.
March 18-Rain Man.

1 9-11:30

1992 HOMECOMING KING AND QUEEN NOMINATIONS
(SOPHOMORE--STUDENT WITH 32 OR MORE SEM. HRS. OF CREDIT COMPLETED)
NOMINATE 5 SOPHOMORES
ONLY FOR QUEEN

As part of the continuing Germany
year activities the Boone DMACC
campus will be hosting two German
scholars on March 11-12.
The official hosts for the visitors
will be Bmce Kelly, Instructor; Kriss
Phillips, Dean; and Jim Bittner,
Instructor.
Scholar Yogi Reppman, Director
of the European Unity Organization
in Schleswig - Holstein has
conducted extensive research on
German Immigration in eastern
Iowa. While Gerd Stolz, aChief Staff
Officer for the State Chancellory of
Schleswig - Holstein, has
comprehensive lecture and publishing experience in several of the
humanities disciplines and is an
expert in German - Danish history,
I ~ wand government.
Both scholars will participate in a
total of 57 different Iowa public
appearances during a five-week
program. In addition, thcy will be
featured in a special Telenet evening
interactive program involving adult
continuing education public audiences on all 20 Iowa community
college campuses Tuesday, March
31, 1992.
The scholars will arrive in B m n e
around 4:00 p.m. on March 11. Then
on Thursday, March 12, they will be
involved in activities including: A
faculty/student reception in the
Roone C a m w Conference. &xnn

NOMINATE 5 BOPHOMOREB
ONLY FOR KING

a.m. in the Auditorium.
Then there will be an event in
conjunction with the Boone Kiwanis
C l u b e n t i t l e d , "A C h a n g i n g
Economy In a Changing Germany,"
from 12-1:lS p.m. Reppman and
Stolz will be returning to the Ankeny
Campus around 2:30 p.m. that
afternoon.
Anyone interested in learning
more should contact one of the three
hosts mentioned earlier.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Jim:
You made my brithday very
special. Thank you for the beautiful
flowers, the delicious dinner and the
pretty cake. I wish you a very happy
and reward future--You'll
b e a super
You are one in a million. I
- teacher!
shall always think of you as my #2
son.
Love,
I
S.N. Mom #2

I
I

1

(RETURN TO OFFICE BY WEDNESDAY, FEB. 12 AT 4 P.M.)

Open
24 Hours

Hawkeye
Federal

BOONE
COUNTY
COMMUNITY
CREDIT
UNION

Savings Bank

Lots of Little Differences
Y o u ' l l Like!
931 8th Street - Boone
432-6065

Your Family Banklng Center
MAIN BANKING HOURS:
Monday - Friday ................ 9:00a.m.- 4:30p.m.
Thursday .................:
........9:oo a.m. - 6:oop.m.

724 8TH STREET BOONE, IOWA 50036
TELEPHONE: 432-1062
MEMBER
OWNED
FINANCIAL
INSTIT~ION

432-1220
J

